Quasi-static interferometric signals in lasers under feedback arise from slowly varying perturbations of the intracavity electric field resulting from the reinjection of a portion of the emitted field into the cavity. Such interferometric signals are well described by the steady-state solution to the Lang-Kobayashi rate equation model. We give an exact series expansion for this steady-state solution that shows precisely how Acket's characteristic parameter C and Henry's linewidth enhancement factor α influence such signals. We show how the series coefficients can be extracted easily and explain how to determine C and α directly from them. Moreover, we draw a precise analogy between self-mixing and FM signals, showing that C plays exactly the same role in self-mixing as the modulation index does in FM.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been growing interest and activity in measuring and modelling interferometric signals for lasers experiencing optical feedback, often with a view to parameter extraction [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, parameter extraction work to date has focused on heuristics and numerical optimization procedures for minimizing cost functions in the parameters. Here, we present an exact series expansion for quasi-static interferometric signals that illuminates the role of parameters in such signals and enables their extraction from the coefficients of our series expansion.
It is well understood that, in the quasi-static regime, such "self-mixing" signals can be viewed as steady-state solutions to the Lang-Kobayashi rate equation model [9] , or equivalently as arising from a three-mirror model [10] [11] [12] . Fundamental to the morphology of self-mixing signals are Acket's characteristic parameter C [13] and Henry's linewidth enhancement factor α [14, 15] . Here, we show explicitly how C and α manifest naturally in the coefficients of a certain series expansion of a selfmixing signal, involving Bessel functions of the first kind J [16, 17] , and Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kinds T and U [18, 19] . We note that this process is similar to describing an FM carrier modulated by a single sine wave [20] or expanding a plane wave in cylindrical coordinates [21] . This representation of a self-mixing signal makes it clear that C dictates the portion of the interferometric signal that can be accounted for through its (unperturbed) solitary laser frequency. This is precisely analogous to the dependence on the modulation index of the relative amplitude of a tone-modulated FM carrier [20] . Moreover, when the phase shift accumulated in the external cavity φ S is known, this series representation permits the extraction of C and α through the estimation of its coefficients, for example via least squares [22] .
Theory
According to the Lang and Kobayashi model for a semiconductor laser under optical feedback in a steady state [9] , the laser frequency satisfies the phase condition (sometimes called the "excess phase equation")
where φ FB represents the total external round-trip phase at the perturbed laser frequency and φ S represents the total external round-trip phase at the solitary laser frequency [12] . The interferometric phase change is directly observable through the change in emitted optical power, or equivalently through the change in voltage across the laser terminals [23] . The dynamic part of the self-mixing signal embedded in the modulated optical power or voltage signal V is related proportionally to the phase change through V V 0 cosφ FB [12] , where V 0 is the amplitude of the self-mixing signal. From the phase condition (1), we have
In self-mixing experiments, the round-trip time in the external cavity of a laser under feedback is modulated by an external stimulus, which is usually a function of time. Therefore, the observed self-mixing signal V is, or can conveniently be considered as, a function of time. We may employ the Jacobi-Anger [17, 24, 25] expansion to write
and hence the signal V can be expressed as
or making use of the identity J −n x −1 n J n x for integer n [17] , the more compact (but less informative)
where we define ϑ FB φ FB arctan α. The compact form in Eq. (5) 
where ω c is the carrier frequency, A c is the constant carrier amplitude, ω m is the single-tone modulation frequency, and β is the modulation index. It is immediately apparent that, although the cosine arguments differ between the two expressions, the role of C is completely analogous to the role of the modulation index β in FM. In both Eqs. (4) and (5), the explicit dependence of the self-mixing signal V on the solitary phase φ S and its higher harmonics is evident. By making use of trigonometric identities, these harmonic terms can be written as polynomial functions of the (normalized) fundamental signal e V cosφ FB and its quadrature signal sinφ FB , as follows. Expanding in terms of Chebyshev polynomials [18] of the first kind T and second kind U,
where the polynomials T and U satisfy the recurrences [18, 19] T 0 x 1;
T n x 2xT n−1 x − T n−2 x;
for n 2; 3; …. The expanded form in Eq. (6) expresses the normalized self-mixing signal e V in terms of the contribution from the even and odd solitary phases (φ S ) modulated by the even and odd harmonics of the feedback phase (φ FB ). The signal e V can be thought of as a function of time, and so we may interpret the coefficients in Eq. (6) as a particular type of spectrum for e V. This is similar to the more usual Fourier series expansion, in which e V is expanded in a trigonometric series whose coefficients form the Fourier spectrum of e V. By examining the form of Eq. (6), we can gain a great deal of insight into the behavior of self-mixing signals and the role of C and α in influencing their morphology. In particular, an instructive analogy to FM signals can be made as follows. The term cosφ S is analogous to the FM carrier signal, and sinφ S is analogous to the carrier signal in quadrature. The coefficient of cosφ S is J 0 C, which casts Acket's characteristic parameter C as being completely analogous to the modulation index in FM parlance. In particular, the notion of weak feedback for which C < 1 is precisely analogous to narrowband FM, and the notion of moderate feedback for which C > 1 is precisely analogous to wideband FM. Moreover, when C < 1 the Bessel function coefficients J n C are negligible for n beyond the first few terms. This means that, for weak feedback, the self-mixing signal is largely determined by the solitary phase (carrier signal) and its first few harmonics. On the other hand, for moderate feedback (C > 1), the selfmixing signal is composed of a larger number of its harmonics owing to the fact that the Bessel function coefficients J n C are nonnegligible for larger n, leading to richer signal content. Moreover, the value of C is encoded in the coefficients of Eq. (6) and is completely decoupled from α in the coefficient of cosφ S , namely J 0 C. Note that, in the usual optimization approach, C and α are fundamentally coupled through Eq. (1), since
It is further evident from Eq. (6) that α is responsible for the asymmetry of self-mixing signals in solitary phase φ S . In particular, when α 0 the first and third sums vanish, and the signal is evidently symmetric. However, when α ≠ 0, the contribution of the first and third sums cannot be neglected, and their opposing signs will lead to greater asymmetry the further α departs from zero. Moreover, the value of
provided that C is not a zero of J 1 .
Example and Discussion
As an illustrative example, we consider the selfmixing signal arising from a remote target that is displaced at constant velocity in time, illuminated at a single lasing frequency. This leads to linear dependence of the solitary phase with time t, as
where φ 0 is the initial round-trip transmission phase delay in the external cavity, Φ Δ is the interferometric phase deviation per unit time caused by the constant displacement of the remote target, and θ R is the phase change on reflection from the remote target. Note that the same linearity of solitary phase in Eq. (9) arises for a slow linear frequency sweep through a sequence of quasi-static states in time, as in [26] . Figure 1 illustrates the relationship of coefficients in Eq. (6) for a linear-displacement self-mixing signal with C 1.2 and α 5 (see also Fig. 2) . Figure 1 correspond to coefficients obtained with n 1 in the four sums appearing in Eq. (6), and subsequent blocks of four coefficients correspond to n 2 and n 3. Each coefficient was calculated in three ways; the exact coefficients in Eq. (6) are represented by pluses, and coefficients estimated using the process outlined below are represented by crosses (alternate sign selection) and circles (correct sign selection). The exact (plus) and estimated (circle) coefficients are very close and visually coincide in Fig. 1(a) . Moreover, when the two sets of estimated coefficients (crosses and circles) differ, they are symmetric about the zero axis. A series of equispaced chain lines in Fig. 1(a) , with common spacing equal to the third coefficient, visualizes the ratio of the second and third coefficients as α 5. A solid horizontal line strikes through the first coefficient in Fig. 1(a) as a guide for the eye, where the same line appears in Fig. 1(b) . Figure 1 (b) plots the first 13 Bessel J curves as a function of C. J 0 · intersects the chain vertical C 1.2 line at precisely J 0 C, showing the relationship between J 0 and the first coefficient in Fig. 1(a) .
The inset in Fig. 2(a) shows five periods of a lineardisplacement self-mixing signal viewed as a function of time, with C 1.2 and α 5. Figure 2 (a) shows one period of this signal in detail, together with its reconstruction in terms of the basis functions in Eq. (6) with coefficients from Fig. 1(a) . The thick red curve in Fig. 2(a) is the (normalized) interferometric signal e V cosφ FB , and the solid black curve is the reconstructed signal using the circle coefficients (correct sign selection) from Fig. 1(a) . The dotted black curve is the reconstructed signal using the cross coefficients (alternate sign selection) from Fig. 1(a) . The thick red curve in Fig. 2(b) is the true interferometric signal in quadrature, sinφ FB , and the solid black curve is the reconstructed quadrature signal using the circle coefficients (correct sign selection) from Fig. 1(a) . The dotted black curve is the reconstructed quadrature signal using the cross coefficients (alternate sign selection) from Fig. 1(a) . Figure 2 (c) shows the first 13 basis functions in Eq. (6) for the signal in Fig. 2(a) with the correct sign selection. Table 1 groups exact pairs of C and α with their counterparts extracted using the process described below [with the first thirteen basis terms in (6)], for synthesized self-mixing signals consisting of 1000 points. Thirteen terms were chosen since this number was sufficiently large to accurately reproduce the self-mixing signals in both weak (C < 1) and moderate (C > 1) feedback regimes, and sufficiently small to prevent problems of over-fitting to the synthesized signals. Note that there is good agreement between exact and extracted pairs for both weak and moderate feedback regimes.
Given a normalized interferometric signal V cosφ FB , the Chebyshev polynomials involving this signal may be evaluated easily. If the terms cosφ S and sinφ S (encoding the total external round-trip phase at the solitary laser frequency) are known, then we may follow a two-step procedure to determine the coefficients present in Eq. (6).
(1) Recognizing that there is only ambiguity of sign in
we must first determine which of the two signs is appropriate for every point of the self-mixing signal. If we impose the mild condition that the sampled φ FB be sufficiently smooth (eliminating jumps on the order of 2π), then we recognize that there are only regions of sign ambiguity in the signal, partitioned at points where cosφ FB 1. The shaded blocks in Fig. 2 indicate the portion of the signal whose sign must differ from the remainder. The thick cyan curve in Fig. 2(b) plots sinarccoscos φ FB , with each point of the same positive sign. As mentioned above, the solid and dotted black curves in Fig. 2(b) are the reconstructed sinφ FB signal for each of the two sign alternatives.
(2) For both sign alternatives, we construct a set of basis functions of the form in Eq. (6) . Next, for each alternative, we estimate the coefficients in Eq. (6) via least squares [22] . Note that this can be achieved simply by solving a set of linear equations. Specifically, if we place the (normalized) interferometric signalṼ cosφ FB into a column vector y; and place the terms involving φ S and φ FB as columns of a matrix A, then the coefficient vector b that minimizes ‖y − Aβ‖ 2 may be found by simply solving the normal equations
The resulting alternative sets of coefficients for this particular signal are plotted as circles and crosses in Fig. 1(a) , corresponding respectively to the solid and dotted black curves in Fig. 2(b) . The two reconstructed self-mixing signals are represented by the solid and dotted black curves in Fig. 2(a) . Note that the correct reconstruction is found using the solid black curves in Fig. 2 and the associated circle coefficients in Fig. 1 . This identification can be made by inspection or by measuring which of the reconstructed curves is a "better" fit (say in the sense of
The values of C and α are encoded in these coefficients and may then be retrieved by examining their form in Eq. (6). For example, if C is assumed to be smaller than the first positive root of J 1 (x 1 ≈ 3.8317), we may invert from J 0 uniquely by finding a zero of J 0 x − β 0 in 0; x 1 , where β 0 is the first coefficient of the expansion in Eq. (6) (see also Fig. 1 ). Moreover, if both the second and third coefficients are nonzero (meaning C is not a root of J 1 ), then α may be retrieved by taking the ratio of these two coefficients as in Eq. (8) [see also Fig. 1(a) ].
The accuracy of this procedure depends on the accurate normalization of the interferometric signalṼ, which may be more involved for very strong feedback for which the true range ofṼ is not −1; 1. This may also complicate the algorithmic reconstruction of the sine signal. In this work, we have only considered the ideal (noise-free) case. We expect the primary practical difficulty will be to appropriately normalize the interferometric signal in the presence of noise.
Conclusion
To summarize, we have given a natural series expansion for quasi-static self-mixing signals that shows precisely how Acket's characteristic parameter C and Henry's linewidth enhancement factor α are embedded in the series coefficients. From this exact expression, we gain analytic insight into how C and α influence the morphology of self-mixing signals. Further, we have shown how the series coefficients can be estimated via least squares and illustrated how to extract C and α directly from these coefficients, thereby providing a mathematically grounded alternative to the existing parameter extraction approaches. This Fourier transform-like approach theoretically improves with an increasing number of series terms, and the technique for determining the C and α outlined here is computationally inexpensive as it only requires the solution of a linear system of equations followed by one-dimensional inversion of a Bessel function, in contrast to the potentially computationally costly process of minimizing a quality-of-fit measure in the two-dimensional parameter pair C; α. Moreover, C and α in our technique can be readily decoupled, unlike their fundamental coupling in the usual direct optimization approaches. Finally, we have made precise the analogy between self-mixing and FM signals, showing that C plays exactly the same role in self-mixing signals as the modulation index does for FM signals.
